
What is antimicrobial?
Material that suppresses the growth of microorganisms such 
as bacteria, mold, and mildew that causes odors, stains and /or 
product degradation on the applied coating.

How does antimicrobial technology work?
When microbes come into contact with Nu-Poly’s Antimicrobial 
surface they receive a dose of silver ions that penetrate the cell wall 
of the microorganism.  Silver ions contained in Nu-Poly Antimicrobial
disrupt the cell’s ability to function, grow and reproduce.

AlphaSan® protection begins to work as soon as the microorganism
comes into contact with the product surface. *EPA-registered and 
FDA-listed for safe water and food contact which cause deterioration, 
discoloration and odor formation by microbes.
*(RC 2000)11631-3; (RC 5000)11631-2; (RC 7000)11631-4

How long does the protection last?
AlphaSan® protection is built-in during the manufacturing process and 
will last the useful life of the coating. 

• .030”, .060”  Thickness, class C/3 fire rating.  Available laminated to   
     various substrates in sizes  4’ x 8’, 9’,10’,12’  
    .090 Liner Panel Coming soon.

• Attractive, scratch and impact resistant and will not hold food 
    or dirt particles.

• Under the right conditions, microbes on an untreated surface can 
    double every 20 minutes! Unlike Nu-Poly treated with AlphaSan®.

• Fiberglass Free, Non-toxic, Not Flammable, Explosive or Corrosive.

• 100% water proof Laminate

• USDA and agriculture Canada accepted

• Ideal for kitchens, bathrooms, locker rooms, food processing 
    areas and many other interior applications

• Antimicrobial Color Matched Installation Moldings and Fasteners 
    Available Soon

• AlphaSan® technology is not a disinfectant and is not a substitute 
    for normal cleaning practice.
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AlphaSan currently is not registered in the United States of America for any public health applications. According to USEPA guidelines (PR Notice 2000-1), label claims 
for products sold in the United States are restricted to inhibitory activity against microbes for the protection of the treated article against aesthetic problems such as 
discoloration, odor or other types of product deterioration or spoilage. In addition, label claims cannot include the names of specific microbes or classes of microbes that 
are directly or indirectly infectious or pathogenic to man or animal. Please refer to the product label for a list of approved uses.
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